Abstract: A large number of emerging information networks brings new challenges to the overlapping community detection. The meaningful community should be topicoriented. However, the topology-based methods only reflect the strength of connection, but ignore the consistency of the topics. This paper explores a topic-oriented overlapping community detection method for information work. The method utilizes a hybrid hypergraph model to combine the node content and structure information naturally. Two connections for hyperedge pair, including real connection and virtual connection are defined. A novel hyperedge pair similarity measure is proposed by combining linearly extended common neighbors metric for real connection and incremental fitness for virtual connection. Extensive experiments on two real-world datasets validate our proposed method outperforms other baseline algorithms.
Related works
Overlapping community detection using topology. Some methods have been proposed to detect overlapping communities in a network.
LFM proposed by Lancichinetti et al [3] is a kind of algorithms utilizing local expansion and optimization. This method relies on a local benefit function that characterizes the quality of a densely connected group of nodes. LFM expands a community from a random seed node to form a natural community until the fitness function
is locally maximal, where k c in and k c out are the total internal and external degree of the community c, and α is the resolution parameter controlling the size of the communities. After detecting one community, LFM randomly selects another node not assigned to any community to expand another new community. This method obviously can identify the overlapping community, since they allow a single node to be put into different community owing to different optimization process.
In real-world network, it's difficult to decide how many communities that a single node should be put in, however it's very clear whether the edge incident on the node is in the community or not. Now, researcher suggests using links to defining community [4] , owing to an edge only is in one community, but the nodes connected by edge could be put into different communities. Some methods [5] [6] [7] using line graph and link partitioning to detect overlapping community have been proposed. Among them, Ahn [6] partitions links into clusters via hierarchical clustering of edge similarity. Given a pair of links e ik and e jk incident on a node k, the edge pair similarity can be computed via the Jarracd Index defined as, sim(e ik , e jk ) = |N b
Where N b + (i) is the inclusive neighbors of a node i, which the set contains the node itself and its neighbors. With this similarity, single-linkage hierarchical clustering is then used to build a link dendrogram. Cutting this dendrogram at a special threshold yields link communities. Although the link partitioning method can detect the overlapping communities naturally, there is no guarantee that is provides high quality detection for information network because the method only relies on links of the network while ignores the node content totally.
There are many other methods to detect overlapping community. For example, the ones based on subgraphs, such as CPM [8] , CPMw [9] etc.al, treat community structure as the composition of adjacent subgraphs, as one node can belong to several subgraphs. However, these methods are usually considered to solve the pattern matching of complex networks rather than finding communities. In addition, the methods extended Girvan and Newman's divisive clustering algorithm [10] , such as CONGA [11] , CONCO [12] , allow a node to split into multiple copies.
Despite the use of different techniques, the above methods can always detect overlapping dense connections in network. However, they only focus on the topology information but ignore the content information that contributes to improve the quality of the community [13] .
Topic-oriented community detection using topology and content. Based on the assumption that the content information can improve the quality of the detected community, various approaches have been combined the links and contents for community detection. Some approaches have combined content information with structure information for community discovery. One of them is generative probabilistic modeling which considers both contents and links as being dependent on one or more latent variables, and then estimates the conditional distributions to find community assignments. PLSA-PHITS [4] , Community-User-Topic model [15] and PMC [16] are three representatives in this category. Other fusing the content and structure methods, such as SA-clustering [17] via augmenting the underlying network to take into account the content information, heuristic algorithm CKC [18] to solve the connected k-Center problem, subspace clustering algorithm [19] on graphs with feature vectors.
Different from those methods using topology, these methods account for the content information of the nodes, so the division results for the network is more cohesive in the topics. However, considering the content of nodes, the complexity of the algorithm is greatly increased which will lead to some new challenges, such as how to deal with the high dimensional sparse for node attributes. Furthermore, those methods are not designed for overlapping communities.
Methodology
In this section, we present our method for fusing structure and content via hybrid hypergraph to detect the overlapping communities for information networks. Firstly, we present the definitions, and then introduce how to build the hybrid hypergraph model for information network. Thirdly, we give the method that how to measure hyperedge pairs similarity. Finally, we briefly introduce algorithmic details of HLP (Hyper Link Partition), a novel method extended from link graph partition algorithm.
Definitions
Link partitioning method is a kind of topology methodology based on classic graph theory. It's very simple and distinct to model information networks as simple graphs, in which nodes indicate entity object, and links indicate the binary relationships between node pairs. However, real information networks are characterized by node content attribute, hence simple graph is not suitable for representing the content information. As the generalization of simple graph, Detecting Topic-oriented Overlapping Community Using Hybrid a Hypergraph Model 541 hypergraph can represent the multiple relationships for nodes in finite set, and describe the relationship between general discrete structures, which overcome the defect of the knowledge represented by the simple graph. Hypergraph characterized by one hyperedge incident on any number of nodes, is a graph in generalization. The definition of hypergraph is provided as follows. Definition 1. A hypergraph [20] , H = (V, E) is defined as a set of vertices V = {v 1 , v 2 , · · · , v n }, and a set of hyperedges E = {e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e m }, where:
(1) e 1 = φ(i = 1, 2, · · · , m)
According to definition, a hyperedge essentially is the set of vertices which are independent. That is, hypergraph cannot represent the original topology of vertices. Thus, we give the definition of hybrid hypergraph. Definition 2. A Hybrid Hypergraph, HH = (V, E, ε, ψ) is defined as a set of vertices V = {v 1 , v 2 , · · · , v n }, a set of hyperedges E = {e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e m } and a set of edges ε where:
(1)
Modeling information network as hybrid hypergraph
We need to extend a structural graph with tuples describing node attributes. This can be formally expressed as a quad AG = {V, ε, F V , ψ}, where each node v is associated with a feature vector f (v). F V is the set of features for all nodes, where,
Feature selection is an important issue in system anomaly detection applications [21] . With different node attributes in different information network, the feature vector f (v) can be varied as a topic, a keyword, a place, an author, an activity. The number of features of F V is m, formally, m =
So, the question of how to build the information network as the hybrid hypergraph model is simplified as how to map a quad attribute graph AG into a quad HH. Here, we take each feature f i as a basic unit to build hyperedge e, when f i ∈ f (v) , the node v ∈ e
We use incidence matrix and adjacent matrix to represent the data structures with related to hybrid hypergraph.
The N v × M E Incidence matrix for a hybrid hypergraph HH, say I, is defined as that
The M E × N V transposed matrix for I, say K, is defined as that
The N V × N V adjacent matrix for a hybrid hypergraph HH, say A, is defined as that
The M E × M E similarity matrix for a hybrid hypergraph HH, say Sim, is defined as that
Similarity for hyperedge pairs
In this section, we present the method of how to calculate the similarity of hyperedge pairs in HH. This technique was originally introduced by link partitioning algorithm and local expansion algorithm for the purposes of identifying the overlapping communities in network. However, Link partitioning algorithm and local expansion algorithm both only focus on topological information, but ignore the content information.
We argue the HH model for information network can fuse the content information and structure information naturally. According to the definition of HH, a hyperedge can be regarded as a sub-community characterized by a special feature, because the hyperedge is a set of nodes with the same feature. We know clearly that the sub-community represented by the hyperedge is different from the final detected community. The reason is that one node is usually associated with more than one feature, but a hyperedge only reflect one of the features. Nevertheless, we can determine whether the hyperedge pairs have the same topic or not by exploring the link relationship between them. If the node only has one feature, moreover, such as topic, our work can be simplified as the work presented by zhao [22] .
The relationship between two hyperedges is the link between two node sets which is more complicated, rather than just that between the two nodes in the simple graph. The link type for two hyperedges comes into two kinds: one kind is shared common nodes; the other is that the nodes in one hyperedge are connected with those in the other hyperedge. In order to better illustrate this, we offer two formal definitions as follows.
Definition 3. Given two hyperedge e i and e j , is real connection, where e i ∩ e j = ∅.
For instance, two hyperedges e 1 , e 2 are shared with two common nodes v 2 , v 3 (Fig1.a), that is e 1 ∩ e 2 = {v 2 , v 3 } = ∅, therefore the link type of e 1 , e 2 is real connection. Definition 4. Given two hyperedge e i and e j , is virtual connection, where
For instance, as shown in Fig1.b e 1 ∩ e 2 = ∅, and, there are links < v 1 , v 2 >, < v 2 , v 3 > between nodes for e 1 and e 2 , this is one case of virtual connection. Another case is also shown in Fig1.a, e 1 ∩ e 2 = {v 2 , v 3 } = ∅, considering edge < v 4 , v 6 >, which match the conditions (4) v 4 ∈ e 1 − e 2 ∩ e 2 and v 6 ∈ e 2 − e 1 ∩ e 2 . Therefore, hyperedge e 1 and e 2 has both real connection and virtual connection.
Obviously, when measuring the hyperedge similarity, both virtual connection and real connection are meaningful. Virtual connection reflects the structure information of the original network essentially, while real connection reflects the number of nodes with common attributes. Intuitively, hyperedge similarity is dependent on the tightness of hyperedge pairs. As mentioned above, hyperedge is the group of nodes; therefore, measuring the tightness of hyperedge pair can be converted into how to measure the tightness of two groups of nodes. If there are a lot of links between two sets of nodes, the two sets are strongly tight. For instance, in citation network, if article a1 with keyword k1 cited article a2 with keyword k2, then k1 and k2 have certain correlation or similarity. Similarly, the more articles involving the keyword k1 are cited by the articles involving k2 keyword, that is, k1 set has strong tightness with k2 set, which turns out that k1 and k2 have higher correlation.
Detecting To better quantify the tightness between the two groups of nodes, we extend the local fitness function in LFM [3] . Local fitness function for a given local community S, is formally given as
Where k s in and k s out are the total internal and external degree of the community. Fitness function f s can measure the internal and external tightness for a local community. In topology detecting community methods, it has shown a good performance, and was expanded or applied by more researchers [23, 24] . Inspired by this thought, we propose the fitness function for a hyperedge e to be given as
Where k e in and k e out are the total internal and external degree of the hyperedge. The total of k e in and k e out is the total degree of all nodes in this hyperedge. Similar to f s , f e can measure the internal and external tightness for hyperedge. Whether to merge two hyperedge into a larger hyperedge depends on how the changed numbers of virtual connection influence the fitness of the combined hyperedge. We define incremental fitness for combined hyperedge as the similarity for virtual connection of two hyperedges. Given two hyperedge e i and e j Sim virtual (e i , e j ) = ∆f ij = f e i ∪ f e i = k
Where k
in is the numbers of virtual connection between e i and e j . The total of k
Whether to merge two hyperedges into a larger hyperedge depends on the value of incremental fitness function.
Virtual connection reflects the tightness of hyperedge pair via the structure information, while, real connection reflects the semantic similarity of hyperedge via the content information. In our method, we do not directly calculate the similarity of the features implied by hyperedges, such as that of keyword or topic, instead, we evaluate the similarity via CN metric. CN(Common Neighbors) [25] is also called structural equivalence, namely, the nodes are similar if they share a lot of common neighbors. CN is one of the most widely used metrics when measuring the similarity in local community detection methods. Therefore, we extend the CN metric to make it suitable for measuring the similarity between two hyperedges, or, two groups of nodes. To define clearly the neighbors set for hyperedges, we give the following definitions. Definition 5 (Inductive nodes set). Given two hyperedge e i , e j in HH, where e i , e j has real connection, the Inductive nodes set for e i related to e j , say p j (e i ) is formally as p j (e i ) = {v|v ∈ e i − e i ∩ e j }.
In order to illustrate the neighbors for hyperedges, we specially designate those neighbors related to Inductive nodes set.
Definition 6 (Extended Common Neighbors of Inductive nodes set).
Given two hyperedge e i , e j and inductive nodes set p j (e i ) in HH, the extended neighbors of p j (e i ) including p j (e i ), say n + (p j (e i )),is formally as n + (p j (e i )) = {x|d(v, x) ≤ 1, v ∈ p j (e i )} Where d(x, y) is the distance of two nodes, formally as follows:
d(x, y) ≤ 1 if x ∈ e i , y ∈ e j and e i ∩ e j = ∅
In Fig2, e 1 ∩ e 2 = {v 1 }, p 2 (e 1 ) = {v 2 }, p 1 (e 2 ) = {v 3 , v 4 }, so we can calculate the extended common neighbors of inductive nodes sets n + (p 1 (e 2 )) = {v 1 , v 3 , v 4 , v 5 , v 6 , v 7 , v 8 , v 9 , v 10 }, n + (p 2 (e 1 )) = {v 1 , v 2 , v 9 , v 10 , v 11 }.
Based on Jaccard index, we propose the method that how to calculate the similarity for hyperedge pair e i , e j with real connection. Formally as:
In fact, this definition is consistent with the similarity for the link pair in Ahn[14_6] research. For instance, in Fig2, s(e 1 , e 2 ) = 3 11 . We combine the Jarracd index and fitness function to compute the similarity for hyperedge pair e i , e j , formally as:
We give the detail of how to compute the similarity for Hyperedge pair in Algorithm 1.
Stop criterion
In our method, we adopt divisive hierarchical clustering to cluster the hyperedges. The results of hierarchical clustering are presented in a dendrogram. One important job in this method is Detecting Topic-oriented Overlapping Community Using Hybrid a Hypergraph Model 545 Algorithm 1: Computing the similarity for hyperedge pair Input: e 1 , e 2 , K Output: simValue j = 0, f = 0 check e 1 and e 2 is whether real connection or virtual connection If (e 1 ∩ e 2 = ∅)
ftotal=totalDegree(e 1 )+ totalDegree(e 2 ) f=fin/ftotal else fin=blink(e 1 , e 2 ) ftotal=totalDegree(e 1 )+ totalDegree(e 2 ) f=fin/ftotal simValue = λ*Jaccard + (1 -λ)*f 
Where,
n is the mean value for the nodes located in a number of
is the number of hyperedges in which node i is located. The larger D k indicates the probability, at which nodes are clustering into one cluster, the tighter internal connection in the cluster is. The partition density D, is the average of D k .
The goal of hierarchical clustering is to find K clusters when partition density D is maximal. When D = 1, all clusters are merged into one community.
HLP algorithm
Based on the HH model for information network, we apply the previously-defined similarity algorithm to pairs of all hyperedges, and produce a similarity matrix S. In the process of clustering, the clustered hyperedge contain more than one initial hyperedge. For instance, e i ′ has n initial hyperedges, e j ′ has m initial hyperedges. The Jarracd similarity of e i ′, e j ′ is computed as:
We give a simple description of HLP in Algorithm 2. We obtain the clusters of merged hyperedges via this algorithm. The nodes located in each clustered hyperedges constitute the communities related to some special topics.
Algorithm2: Clustering for hyperedges Input:
//Initialize the similarity matrix for K for(int i = 0; i < m; i++) for(int j = 0; j < n; j++) S(i, j) = Similarity(i, j) S′ ← S While m > 1 //find the coordinates for the maximal similarity in S′ max i = maxI(S′) max j = maxJ(S′) K′ ← clustering(K′(, max i ), K(, max j )) If Density(K′) = maxDensity(K′) return K′ 
Experiments
In this section, we present experiments on real datasets to evaluate the performance of our method. We first applied our method to two datasets to choose the optimal Value of λ. Then we compared the performance of our method with two baseline methods. Before going to details, we first describe the datasets and the method to extract the node feature, and introduce the performance metric to be used in our experiments.
Datasets
Two real datasets used in our experiments are described in the following: Cora Dataset: The Cora dataset [26] consists of the abstracts and references of about 34000 computer science research papers. Three subfields of Machine Learning (ML), Programming (PL) and Database (DB) are used and those articles without references to other articles in the set are removed. The detailed information about each subfield is shown in Table1.
Detecting Topic-oriented Overlapping Community Using Hybrid a Hypergraph Model 547 WebKB Dataset: The WebKB dataset [27] consists of about 6000 web pages from computer science departments of four schools. The web pages are classified into seven categories, including, staff(SA), course(CS),department(DP), faculty(FA), student(SD),project(PJ),other(OT). We select five categories excluding DP and OT, in that the two categories contain only a few pages. The detailed information about these web pages is shown in Table 2 . 
Preprocessing
For Cora, we treated each subfield as an independent dataset. After stemming and removing stopwords we were left with vocabulary of stemmed unique words for each subfield respectively. All words with document frequency less than 15 were removed. Taking DB dataset as an example, a vocabulary of size 5911 unique words was reduced to size 1086 words by removing the low document frequency words. The word cloud for preprocessed DB dataset is shown in The same preprocessing is handled by WebKB. We extracted words whose document fre-548 G.L. Shen, X.P. Yang, J. Sun quency is more than 10.
Evaluation metrics
In our paper, we focus on the topic similarity of the detected overlapping communities, therefore when the ground-truth community is known, we utilize two measures of purity and NMI to evaluate the quality of overlapping communities detected by different methods. Purity measures the internal topic similarity within the community, and NMI is the most widely used measure to account for overlapping communities.
Given the ground-truth community structure, G = {G 1 , G 2 , · · · , G S } where G S contains the set of nodes that are in the s th community. The community structure given by the algorithms is represented by C = {C 1 , C 2 , · · · , C S }, where C k contains the set of nodes that are in the k th community.
The purity of C i is defined as:
Usually, the detected community C i includes nodes that belong to other G j in the groundtruth. For C i , we compute the intersection set with each standard community G j , then take the maximum as the final purity for it.
The purity of C is defined as:
The higher the purity, the better the communities are partitioned from the perspective of topics.
The mutual information between G and C is defined as
The NMI(normalized mutual information) is defined by
where H(G) and H(C) are the entropies of the partitions G and C. The higher the NMI, the closer the partition is to the ground truth.
Optimal value of λ
As we discussed in section 3, the parameter λ balances the Jaccard index and fitness function value when compute the similarity of hyperedge pairs. We perform experiments to study how the λ value affects the purity of detected communities. We set the step 0.1, the result is shown in Figure 4 .
The result shows that λ value is decided by the structure of network and the number of hyperedges. Jaccard index and fitness function value both affect the purity of the detected communities. It is proved that the structure and content information both have influence on the topical community detection. However, we observe that the characteristics of information networks detemine the value of parameter λ . Different network will lead to different λ . This is Detecting Topic-oriented Overlapping Community Using Hybrid a Hypergraph Model 549 Figure 6 : The result of choosing parameter λ because there are noise problems to various degree, including both links and node content in the information network. For WebKB dataset,the best performace is achieved when "λ = 0.6", and for Cora dataset, the optimal value "λ = 0.5" which are used as default settings for the following experiments.
Results
To evaluate the effectiveness of HLP, we compare our method with two baseline methods: one is topology-based method, Line graph partition [6] , the other is LDA to cluster the nodes by using content information only.
We use purity and NMI quantifying the performance each algorithm. The details are shown in Figure 5 , which illustrates HLP achieve the best performance in real information networks. From the results, we also can observe some interesting things. In some datasets, such as DB,PL,CN and WS, LDA algorithm can achieve better performance than Line Graph algorithm, In some other datasets, nevertheless, such as ML,TA and WC, the results are opposite. This confirms our assumption again that both node information and link information affect the quality of detected overlapping communities. Therefore, we are sure that the combination of node information and link information can improve the quality of overlapping community detection. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a topic-oriented overlapping community detection approach based on hierarchical clustering for hybrid hypergraph model, which can combine the content and structure information of information network naturally. Considering the complex of the hybrid hypergraph model, we classify the connections of hyperedges into real connection related to content information, and virtual connection related to structure information. We present incremental fitness to evaluate the tightness for hyperedge pairs in virtual connection. Meanwhile, we extend CN metric on hyperedge pairs to conduct the semantic similarity calculation in real connection. In order to balance the influence of two connections, we combine linearly the two measures for similarity of hyperedge pairs. The density function is employed to determine the appropriate number of communities. To evaluate the performance, we conducted experiments on two real datasets. Compared with the benchmark, Line graph partition algorithm focusing on topological detection, LDA focusing on clustering node contents, our approach gained a better performance in information network. Furthermore, the overlapping communities detected by our approach were more meaningful since they are topic-oriented.
Our approach has many potential applications. It can be applied to many kinds of information networks, where nodes contain content. With our method detecting the communities, we are able to improve the efficiency of collaborative scientific research, discover experts for each topic, and analyze topic-oriented influence propagation.
Future work includes qualifying the weight of each node in the hyperedge to improve the purity of detected communities. We also intend to take the time factor into account, so that we can detect the evolution communities.
